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Facebook says advertisers will be able to inject interactive features to make their
messages more enticing

Facebook said Thursday it will let advertisers pack more fun into
marketing messages with augmented reality, games and playful polls to
prompt interactions.
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People using the leading social network or its Instagram or Messenger
services could be enticed with ads that ask for opinions, invite game
moves, or tap into camera capabilities to provide a virtual glimpse at
how they might look wearing certain lipstick.

Ads with such interactive features are not uncommon, particularly on
smartphones.

"Advertising needs to work harder than ever to be more relevant and
rewarding for the people we're making it for," said Facebook vice
president of global business marketing and chief creative officer Mark
D'Arcy.

"Creativity, as always, is the key and our new polling, AR, and Playable
Ads are great examples of more interactive and playful ways to surprise,
delight, inform, and connect with the audiences and communities we all
serve."

The rise of interactive advertising is a strong example of how internet
users in the era of smartphones and social media have become part of
the creative process online and expected engagement, according to
D'Arcy.

Ads at a "Stories" feature at ephemeral photo and video sharing service
Instagram already allows for polls or fielding questions. Those tools will
now be applied to video ads in the leading social network mobile app,
according to Facebook.

Facebook advertisers will be able to incorporate augmented reality into
marketing messages in the coming months, according to executives.
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